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Next Generation of 
Agriculture 

• strategies, 

• what works, 

• lessons learned, 

• and the challenges 

• and opportunities to enshrine 
farm safety at this pivotal point 
in their agricultural careers. 







“Leaders don’t create followers.

They create more leaders.”



How we 
interact with 
students
• Pre-Survey

• What do you want to learn

• Online eLearning/Moodle

• Gear Up for Ag program

• Sharing stories

• Certificate of 
attendance/completion

• Post survey

• Social media 

• Follow up reports 





Establish Credibility with Students



Safety training is interactive 
and “hands-on”

• PPE selection – “PPE Shop”

• PPE donning/doffing

• Fit Checks

• Size Checks 

• Line up by protective factor

• Dismantling, washing, respirators

• Pesticide label interpretation 

• Shaving cream demo for chemicals 
handling/zoonotic disease prevention

• Post it note activities 



Interactive 
Demonstrations
• Shaving Cream 
• Safety Glasses
• Hearing Protection 
• Respirators



PPE Shop



Post-it note activities 



“How to prevent farm-related respiratory diseases.”

“Selection and proper wearing of PPE – can be confusing”

“General farm safety protocols to remember?”

“How to better supervise my siblings” 

“What is the difference between respirator and a mask?”

“How to handle vaccines and drugs without hurting myself.”

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO LEARN



• Young males more likely to operate 
heavy machinery, work with grain, 
weld/shop work, and handle 
agrochemicals.

• Young females likely to work with 
livestock, clean pens, be involved in 
poultry.

• Both are working animals and using 
ATVs



Mental Health
Mental health continues to be a topic of 
concern.

Almost every participant stated that they 
were struggling with 

• anxiety,
• little interest/pleasure in doing things, 
• and feeling down, depressed, or 

hopeless at least two days a week. 

Previous survey data has shown that most of 
these young adults are most stressed by 
“time constraints” since they feel pulled in 
two different directions in college/school 
and on the farm. 

Just under half (47%) of the participants 
stated that they also knew a close family 
member, friend, or coworker who was 
struggling with similar signs and symptoms.

Knowing these survey results prior to each 
program allowed the AHSA team to focus on 
mental health during the program.
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If you have worn personal protective equipment (PPE) in agriculture (examples: 
respirators, gloves, safety glasses, or hearing protection), were these items REQUIRED 

or VOLUNTARY?



ATV Safety
ATV/Quad safety remains a 
concern with this group

ATV/Quad safety remains a concern with this group. 

• Over one-third of young adults in the program (37%) have reported previously 
rolling and ATV/Quad and male participants are much more likely to report the  
previous rolling. 

• Helmet use rates among Canadian participants are higher than those reported in 
the U.S. even though they are still low (e.g., one-third of participants admit they 
have never used an ATV helmet).

• AHSA developed more resources to emphasize the importance of safe 
engineering design features when it comes to the selection of ATVs/Quads for 
farm work. 

• Following the program, about a quarter of participants (29%), were very or 
somewhat likely to purchase a crush protection device for their ATV.





Lessons Learned 

• The next generation of Ag DOES care about ag health and safety

• In Person programs are still the best

• Delivering material in up-to-date methods keeps program relevant and exciting 

• Not everyone learns in the same manner or at the same speed

• Mental Health concerns may be shared more online

• You don’t have to have everything (PPE) to have a good program

• Listen to your audience every single time – be willing to change on the spot to 
engage the students

• Online resources are important for the instructor for additional ag health and 
safety education



Successes 
• Repeat Gear Up for Ag programs 

• New locations

• Requests for other groups (producer groups, 4H, high school)

• Modified program during COVID

• First program delivery to First Nations students 

• Topics modified and added based on survey and experience

• Technology (eLearning, 360, VR) 

• French Translation 

• Partnerships 



PARTNERS AND SPONSORS



Partnerships for Resources

International resources are relevant



360 /VR Education



Drone & 360 video 
capture for  
interactive 
education 



Challenges = 
Opportunities

• Programs
• Small
• Large
• Length of program 

• New instructors – starting over 
• Scheduling 
• COVID 
• Keeping materials relevant 

and engaging 

• Availability of PPE
• Funding 



The future of ag health 
& safety programs

• Participants should take a role in leading 
their own learning

• Self-led learning: What topics are they
interested in?

• Ask questions about safety culture – who 
defines it?

• Customized safety training-- ask questions 
about the tasks they perform and their role 
on the farm 

• Storytelling and interactive learning 
• The future of health and safety training will 

need to be interactive & virtual as needed.
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